
BEGIN Format

Product Category Sloth Candy

Main Title - 55 to 65 characters Trolli Sour Brite Sloths Gummy Candy 36

Excerpt -145 - 160 characters 0

Description - 150 to 300 words Trolli Sour Brite Sloths Gummy Candy are the 

only candy where you would be tempted to 

play with your food.  Link them together and 

then pop them into your mouth one-by-one. 

They come in yummy flavors like Pineapple-

Lime, Strawberry-Grape and Blue Raspberry 

Punch.  You will receive three 4.25 oz bags for a 

total of 12.75 ounces.

329

Features - 150 to 300 words Available in Pineapple-Lime, Strawberry-Grape 

and Blue Raspberry Punch Flavors, Hang 

Together Like Monkeys, Three bags at 4.25 oz, 

totalling 12.75 oz.

150

Amazon url per description B07G6PWG48 10

End Format 0

BEGIN Format 0

Main Title - 55 to 65 characters Sloth Boogers Candy in 6 packs 30

Excerpt -145 - 160 characters 0

Description - 150 to 300 words Sloth Boogers Candy is a tasty treat, which is 

perfect for themed Birthday parties.  They are 

totally made from scratch by Sweets Indeed!  in 

tasty flavors of strawberry, chocolate and 

vanilla.  When the kids are finished with their 

tasty treats, the safe and non-shattering test 

tubes can be reused for other uses!  They do 

not contain gluten, dairy, nut, so or eggs.  They 

are made in a gluten and nut free environment.

421

Features - 150 to 300 words Made by Sweets Indeed!  Come in strawberry, 

chocolate and vanilla.  Test Tube containers are 

safe and non-shattering and are reusable.  No 

gluten, dairy, nut, soy or eggs.  Made in a gluten 

and niut free environment.

216

Amazon url per description 810685000000 12

End Format 0

BEGIN Format 0

Main Title - 55 to 65 characters Sleepy Sloth Lollipop Rings 27

Excerpt -145 - 160 characters 0



Description - 150 to 300 words Sleepy Sloths rest atop of the plastic rings.  Each 

pack contains three yummy flavors--root beer, 

strawberry and grape.  They are individually 

wrapped, making them a great addition to any 

party favor bag.  If you or your child loves 

sloths, they are a perfect topping for your 

cupcakes.  They are not recommended for 

children under 3

333

Features - 150 to 300 words Great addition to any party favor bag and 

perfect for topping themed cupcakes.   

Individually wrapped.  Packs of three.  Not for 

children under 3. Comes in grape, root beer, 

and strawberry.  Not recommended for children 

under three.

232

Amazon url per description 845120000000 12

End Format 0

BEGIN Format 0

Main Title - 55 to 65 characters Sloth is My Spirit Animal Tin Candy 35

Excerpt -145 - 160 characters 0

Description - 150 to 300 words For the person who absolutely loves sloths, 

these sour strawberry candies are perfect for 

them.  Just like the sloth, they will savor the 

delicious flavor slowly.

162

Features - 150 to 300 words Includes 2 Sloth Tins Filled with Candy and 2 

Exclusive Gosu Toys Stickers.  Delicious sour 

strawberry flavor.  Each candy is shaped like a 

sloth's head, Great gift for anyone who loves 

sloths.

193

Amazon url per description 746649000000 12

End Format 0

Product Category Sloth Socks 11

BEGIN Format 0

Main Title - 55 to 65 characters Jeasona Women's Cute Animals Socks for Girls 

Funny Funky Novelty Socks 

71

Excerpt -145 - 160 characters 0



Description - 150 to 300 words These cute socks are made of high quality 

cotton, making them breathable and durable.  

The patterns are knitted directly on the socks 

by machine when manufactured.  These fun 

and eye catching socks are suitable for parties 

and daily use.  You are certainly going to get a 

laugh when you give them as hostness or 

housewarming, bridal shower, Christmas, 

birthdays, Mother's Day or even a gift for a 

sloth lover in your family.  Suitable for 

Women's US Size 5 to 8.

462

Features - 150 to 300 words Great gifts for women, girls, ladies and 

mothers.  Good choices for Christmas, 

birthdays, Mother's Day, and gifts for sloths 

and animal lovers.  Beautiful colors.  

Reasonably priced.  Will brighten up your work 

day and play day.

228

Amazon url per description B075WRSGFD 10

End Format 0

BEGIN Format 0

Main Title - 55 to 65 characters K. Bell Women's Playful Animals Novelty Casual 

Crew Socks, Sloths (Magenta)

75

Excerpt -145 - 160 characters 0

Description - 150 to 300 words These socks are perfect for any occasion and 

will make you the center of attention no matter 

the setting you are in.  You can wear them 

under your pants  during your work week as 

novelty socks or during your fun, casual days 

with sneakers and jeans.    They are extremely 

comfortable, which are nice and soft on your 

feet.   The material is of high quality.  Buy 

another one for your friends--they are perfect 

for gifting.

422

Features - 150 to 300 words Perfect for any occasion.  Comfortable and high 

quality.  Great for gifting.

76

Amazon url per description B07DSHP5X2 10

End Format 0

BEGIN Format 0

Main Title - 55 to 65 characters Hot Sox Women's Sloth Socks 28

Excerpt -145 - 160 characters 0

Description - 150 to 300 words These cotton socks are super cute.  They come 

in Women's Shoe Size 4 to 10.5.

77

Features - 150 to 300 words Made of cotton.  Women's Size 4 to 10.5. 40

Amazon url per description B079J4RC4Y 10

End Format 0



BEGIN Format 0

Main Title - 55 to 65 characters HUGS IDEA Women's Novelty Crazy Crew Socks 

Funny Sloth Dress Socks 

67

Excerpt -145 - 160 characters 0

Description - 150 to 300 words These high quality socks are totally customized.  

They will fit close to your skin, making them 

super comfortable with moisture absorption 

and perspiration.  The high-quality fabric makes 

sure that the colors are vibrant and have long-

lasting durability.  You will be able to wash 

them continuously, and they will not fade.  

They have good elasticity and are not tight on 

the foot.  Your feet will be toasty warm with 

these crew socks.  They are sized as 

small/medium (fits men's shoe size 6-8.5, 

women's shoe size 7.5 to 8.5) or large/extra-

large (men's 9 to 13, women's 10-13.

578

Features - 150 to 300 words Funny customized socks.  Fits SMALL/MEDIUM 

Fits men shoe size 6-8.5 / women shoe size 7.5-

9.5; LARGE/X-LARGE men shoe size 9-13 / 

women shoe size 10-13.  High quality fabric.  

Close to skin and comfortable.  Moisture 

absorption and perspiration.  High quality print 

ensures vibrant colors.  No fading.  Machine 

washable.  Close to heel.  Will not shift or fall 

off.

365

Amazon url per description B07MNZDWP2 10

End Format 0

BEGIN Format 0

Main Title - 55 to 65 characters K. Bell Women's Cute Animal Novelty Casual 

Knee High Socks, Silly Sloth (Oatmeal), Shoe 

Size: 4-10 

99

Excerpt -145 - 160 characters 0

Description - 150 to 300 words These cute knee-high socks are cute and 

comfortable.  Made of high quality cotton, with 

a comfort band at the top to help keep your 

socks up.  They are totally machine washable.

177

Features - 150 to 300 words Machine washable.  Comfortable band at the 

top helps keep the socks up.  Great to show off 

or wear under boots.

111

Amazon url per description KBWF16N060-01 13

End Format 0

BEGIN Format 0



Main Title - 55 to 65 characters K. Bell Brand Colorful Paw Prints Knee High 44

Excerpt -145 - 160 characters 0

Description - 150 to 300 words What's better than a sloth on a pair of socks? 

How about many adorable sloths with baby 

sloths hanging from branches around these 

women's animal socks! There's several of these 

sloth's favorite snack of leaves to make you feel 

like you have a couple of cute new pets to wear 

on your feet!

288

Features - 150 to 300 words 30% Rayon, 30% Acrylic, 19% Nylon, 21% 

Spandex 

47

Fun novelty design 19

Amazon url per description B074R5JXDG 10

End Format 0

BEGIN Format 0

Main Title - 55 to 65 characters Ozone Womens Sloth Sock-Red, OSFM 34

Excerpt -145 - 160 characters 0

Description - 150 to 300 words These bright red socks are beautiful and stylish.  

They are designed to be fun and cool, with the 

highest quality natural cotton fiber, helping 

your feet stay warm and dry.  The cotton fabric 

is blended with elastic and synthetic fibers.  The 

graphics are woven into the fabric to ensure 

that they are long lasting and easy to wash.

332

Features - 150 to 300 words Fits shoe sizes 5 to 10.  Socks are durable and 

breathable.  Nylon Fabric with touch of 

spandex.  Graphics are woven in to fabric.  Long 

Lasting even when washed.

162

Amazon url per description B07J5HTQ8L 10

End Format 0

BEGIN Format 0

Main Title - 55 to 65 characters Socksmith Women's Socks Sloth Bling Crew 

Raspberry 1pair, Sock size 9-11 

73

Excerpt -145 - 160 characters 0

Description - 150 to 300 words These bright raspberry socks are super cute.  

Your feet will be cool and comfortable in these 

socks.  The crew-cut style sits well at the calf.  

The ribbed cuff, elastic arch support, the deep 

heel pocket, and the Y-stitch heel makes these 

socks are guaranteed wear all day!  The socks 

will fit shoe sizes 5 to 10.5.

316



Features - 150 to 300 words Women's Shoe sizes 5 to 10.5. Cotton fabric are 

super comfortable and cool.  Crew-cut style sits 

at the calf.  Self-adjusting welt cuff.  Ribbed 

cuff.  Elastic Arch Support.  Deep heel pocket 

with  Y-stich heel.

211

Amazon url per description B00JJRRXAU 10

End Format 0

BEGIN Format 0

Main Title - 55 to 65 characters Metal Sloth Funny Socks Women's Unisex 

Casual Cotton Socks 

59

Excerpt -145 - 160 characters 0

Description - 150 to 300 words These socks are super stylish and comfortable.  

They have a smooth feel and are super soft.  

They will keep your feet warm and dry.  They 

have just the right thickness.  They are super 

colorful, vibrant and adorable.  You will be able 

to show your inner child and you will wear 

them with confidence.  The patterns are 

guaranteed not to peel off or fade.  You can 

wear them with your business suits or with 

your sneakers and jeans.

430

Features - 150 to 300 words Made of cotton.  Your feet will be warm and 

dry.  Perfect sock thickness.  Colorful, vibrant 

and adorable.  Well made.  Guaranteed to get 

compliments. 

151

Amazon url per description B07SL8SVC8 10

End Format 0

BEGIN Format 0

Product Category Sloth Books 11

Main Title - 55 to 65 characters Sparky by Jenny Offill 22

Excerpt -145 - 160 characters 0

Description - 150 to 300 words The author and illustrator collaborated on a 

book that was both hilarious and toching.  The 

book is perfect for young animal lovers.  The 

book stars a pet who is totally unusual and 

totally irresistible!

203

Features - 150 to 300 words Hilarious and toching picture book for young 

readers.  Book is totally irresistible.

84

Amazon url per description 375870237 9

End Format 0

BEGIN Format 0

Main Title - 55 to 65 characters Lost Sloth by J. Otto Seibold 29

Excerpt -145 - 160 characters 0



Description - 150 to 300 words This book is BEAUTIFUL! The illustrations are 

so gorgeous and the story is adorable!  Great 

for moms and teachers who want a fun, unique 

book!

142

Features - 150 to 300 words Super cute. 12

Amazon url per description 978-1938073359 14

End Format 0

BEGIN Format 0

Main Title - 55 to 65 characters A Little Book of Sloths by Lucy Cooke 37

Excerpt -145 - 160 characters 0

Description - 150 to 300 words This picture book is the cutest, and most 

irresistible.  The baby sloths are adorable!  The 

book shows you the most delightful residents 

of the Avarios Sloth Sanctuary in Costa Rica.  At 

the world's largest sloth orphanage, you will be 

able to meet Mateo, the resident bad boy, 

Biscuit, and Ubu, the most cuddly one of them 

all!

328

Features - 150 to 300 words Cutest and most adorable!  Residents of the 

Avarios Sloth Sanctuary in Costa Rica

81

Amazon url per description 1442445572 10

End Format 0

BEGIN Format 0

Main Title - 55 to 65 characters Slowly, Slowly, Slowly, said the Sloth by Eric 

Carle

52

Excerpt -145 - 160 characters 0

Description - 150 to 300 words For someone who is always told to slow down, 

you might want to recommend to them this 

book.  You will definitely be able to appreciate 

how this animal enjoys life!

163

Features - 150 to 300 words Recommended for people who are constantly 

told to slow down!

60

Amazon url per description 13: 978-0142408476 18

End Format 0

BEGIN Format 0

Main Title - 55 to 65 characters Snoozefest by Samantha Berger 29

Excerpt -145 - 160 characters 0

Description - 150 to 300 words For a person who enjoys a good sleep, you will 

definitely enjoy this bedtime story.  In it, you 

will meet Coachella, a sloth, who packs up his 

PJs to attend a sleeping fesitval.

177

Features - 150 to 300 words This hilariously endearing bedtime story is 

perfect for anyone who loves sloths, music 

festivals, and/or cuddles.

113

Amazon url per description 13: 978-0803740464 18



End Format 0

BEGIN Format 0

Main Title - 55 to 65 characters Baby Sloth by Aubrey Lang 25

Excerpt -145 - 160 characters 0

Description - 150 to 300 words High in the thick mangrove trees, a baby sloth 

clings to his mother. As he grows, the young 

sloth learns what leaves are best to eat, and 

where to climb the treetops to bask in the 

sunshine after frequent rains. But the sleepy 

sloth never leaves the safety of the trees. It isn't 

until his mother finially deserts him that the 

lonely young sloth must discover the world 

below all by himself.

391

Features - 150 to 300 words 0

Amazon url per description 1550418270 10

End Format 0

BEGIN Format 0

Main Title - 55 to 65 characters The Very Sleepy Sloth by Andrew Murray 38

Excerpt -145 - 160 characters 0

Description - 150 to 300 words This book is perfect for someone who's favorite 

talent is sleeping. 

68

Features - 150 to 300 words Perfect for someone who loves to sleep! 39

Amazon url per description 9.78E+12 13

End Format 0

BEGIN Format 0

Main Title - 55 to 65 characters Wake UP, Sloth by Auouck Boisrobert 35

Excerpt -145 - 160 characters 0

Description - 150 to 300 words

In a lush, green forest, a sloth sleeps. Turn the 

pages of his story--told in a stunning pop-up 

display--to witness the tragic process of 

deforestation and watch as a single seed brings 

new life. Inventive design and bold art illustrate 

this important lesson about the environment 

and the rebirth of what was lost.

314

Features - 150 to 300 words Pop-up Book.  Illustration on the importance of 

the environment and the rebirth of what was 

lost.

97

Amazon url per description B012HTYNC2 10

End Format 0

BEGIN Format 0

Main Title - 55 to 65 characters Sloths:  Picture Book (Educational Children's 

Book Collection--Level 2 (Planet Collection) by 

Planet Collection

111

Excerpt -145 - 160 characters 0



Description - 150 to 300 words

As a part of the Planet Collection, "SLOTHS" 

offers facts, descriptions and thought inspiring 

questions alongside amazing photographs of 

the different sloth behavior. 

167

Features - 150 to 300 words

As a part of the Planet Collection, "SLOTHS" 

offers facts, descriptions and thought inspiring 

questions alongside amazing photographs of 

the different sloth behavior. 

167

Amazon url per description 0

End Format 0

BEGIN Format 0

Main Title - 55 to 65 characters A Sloth's Guide to Mindfulness (Mindfulness 

Books, Spiritual Self-Help Book, Funny 

Meditation Books)

100

Excerpt -145 - 160 characters 0

Description - 150 to 300 words As you read this book, you will follow a sloth 

through a series of meditations and reflects, as 

he goes about his daily life.  You will learn that 

it's alright to slow down, take a pause, and take 

a deep breath.

211

Features - 150 to 300 words A beautifully illustrated book of mindfulness 

that will help readers discover the path to a 

peaceful phioslothical life.  A no-sweat 

approach which is a reminder to take it slow.  

Enjoyable for all ages!

203

Amazon url per description 1452169462 10

End Format 0

BEGIN Format 0

Main Title - 55 to 65 characters The Little Book of Sloth Philosophy by Jennifer 

McCartney

57

Excerpt -145 - 160 characters 0

Description - 150 to 300 words When you read this book, you will relax, 

unwind and soak up the infinite wisdom of the 

sloth.  The book will offer you advice on your 

every day life--focusing more on sleep than 

action, eating and reflection, work, family life, 

and love!

237

Features - 150 to 300 words Learn to relax, unwind and soak up the infinite 

wisdom of the sloth.  Teaches you to focus on 

your every day life.

114

Amazon url per description 8313695 7

End Format 0

BEGIN Format 0



Product Category Sloth cups 10

Main Title - 55 to 65 characters 0

Excerpt -145 - 160 characters Wine Glass Goblet Funny Sloth Let's Get 

Slothed (17 oz Stemless) 

65

Description - 150 to 300 words 0

Features - 150 to 300 words 0

Amazon url per description B06XD4KGPW

End Format 0

BEGIN Format 0

Main Title - 55 to 65 characters Sloth Nope Not Today Insulated Tumbler with 

Wrap and Pink Lid, 24 oz, Clear 

76

Excerpt -145 - 160 characters 0

Description - 150 to 300 words For those days where you are still not 

convinced to start your day, just pour your 

morning coffee in this mug and all will be right!

132

Features - 150 to 300 words 0

Amazon url per description B07F1NQ4MV 11

End Format 0

BEGIN Format 0

Main Title - 55 to 65 characters
Rather Be Sleeping Lazy Sloth 3D Animal Mug

43

Excerpt -145 - 160 characters 43

Description - 150 to 300 words This darling mug has an adorable sloth draped 

over the rim of this cuffee mug, and 

"inspirational" words that say, "I'd rather be 

sleeping."  He offers a reminder to take things 

slowly and enjoy life!    It's crafted from durable 

ceramic material which is guaranteed to last a 

lifetime!

43

Features - 150 to 300 words Cute 3D Sloth Design.  Quote on Mug.  Made 

from Ceramic.  Makes a great gift!

77

Amazon url per description B07FY1VGRG 11

End Format 0


